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Dynamic Ghanaian socks brand Chale Socks has just released 
3 new, exclusive, limited edition styles, following their highly 

successful debut collection of Adinkra symbol socks.
www.ChaleSocks.com | @ChaleSocks
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After a fifteen-year hiatus, while she raised three outstanding offspring, Sequoia and Ites 
International are back. With this new artistic awakening being experienced worldwide, Sequoia 
has picked a perfect time to re-introduce Ites International’s, “Natural Clothing for Intelligent 
Life”. Its modern take on traditional patterns ignites self love and pride.

Visit www.itesinternational.com for more information to bless and adorn your wardrobe! 
Follow Ites Int. on IG at @ItesInt!

Caribbean born and raised in New York, Sequoia studied Fashion Buying and Merchandising at 
Fashion Institute of New York. There the inspiration from Seventh Avenue led her to develop 
her first collection. Moda Mutes was a futuristic collection of sportswear and club wear that 
received rave reviews and was featured in the windows and on the sales floors of top brands and 
department stores. As Sequoia’s interests and influences changed, so did her designs, eventually 
leading her to Jamaica to design costumes for Jimmy Cliff and his band. Her exposure to 

Reggae and Rastafari and African 
culture in Jamaica inspired her 
to launch the Ites International 
label. She sought and trained local 
women to cut, sew, and finish one 
of a kind looks mostly from leather 
and suede that were sought after 
and worn by Reggae superstars and 
local devotees.
Sequoia traveled to market her line 
all over the US building a client 
base in New York, Washington 
DC, Chicago, Miami, Toronto and 
other major cities. After settling in 
Atlanta in 1994, she continued to 
target Black professionals with her 
original styles. Ayanla Vanzant, 
Jeremiah Wright, and James Avery 
of the Fresh Prince of Bel-Air raved 
about the Ites coats they owned. 

ITES INTERNATIONAL: DESIGNER DEVOTED TO 
INDIGENOUS TEXTILES, POSITIVE VIBES, & FLOW

Editor’s Pick: Fashion fit for Royalty. This is the way admirers have described the Ites 
International collection by Millie ‘Sequoia” David. She delivers styles that are timeless, classic, 
and unique using natural fibers, cotton, silk, linen, hemp, and leather, all combined with 
authentic indigenous textiles such as Mudcloth, Kuba, and Khorogo from Africa. These fabrics 
are fashioned into outerwear and sportswear for both men and women. She effortlessly fuses 
modern aesthetics with traditional and elaborate textures and patterns to create custom wears 
for her clients. It’s an immediate self-esteem boost when adorned in Ites International.

Photos: 
Wardrobe: Ites Int.
Photography | NayMarie 
Makeup: Nessa Saint-vil
Accessories: Jolie Takai
Royals: Pg 5 -Nigel & Kesari
Pg 6 Kesha & Nigel



Debra Hare-Bey is the Founder of International 
I Love Braids Day + Braid Love Brooklyn/
International. As the CEO and Brand Director 
of OMhh Inc., a glamorously natural lifestyle 
brand, a celebrity natural stylist with over 
2 decades of experience, a Master Pioneer 
awardee, and Beauty Editor of World Bride 
Magazine and Contributing Journalist for 
Hype Hair Magazine, Debra is the premier 
source for braided hair. As a strong natural 

hair advocate, she was 1 of 4 people to 
change the NY Cosmetology License in 

NY state to include Natural Hair Styling 
and serves as a Proctor for the NYS 
Natural Hair Styling License Board of 
Cosmetology. Debra’s salon is located 
at 407 Lewis Ave., Brooklyn, NY. For 
more information and details visit 
www.OhMyHeavenlyHair.com!

Hair | OMhh Beauty Oasis, Brooklyn
@_omhhredroom

Hair & Royal | Debra Hare Bey - @omhhinc
Bottom: Kathleen Turpin & Tai Abrams
Photography | NayMarie - @iamnaymarie

Makeup | Amber Jade Hare Bey - @i_amberjade

Hair 
Feature

International I Love Braids Day (IILBD) 2017 was all things braided godliness! This July 29th, the 
Queens came to make a statement, and that they did! From traditional styles with ancestral meaning to 
modern spins on staple techniques, these hair styles left everyone in awe. They proved that braids can 
be worn by anyone for all occasions, at all ages and stages in life. Your royal can be clean and simple or 
adorned with cowry shells and jewels, whatever makes you strut and walk with your head held high, tune 
into your legacy, and recognize your power. This inaugural celebration definitely made history.

International I Love Braids Day received it’s official Proclamation on July 21, 2017 by the Brooklyn 
borough president’s office to the founder of IILBD, master hair braider Debra Hare Bey. Debra has been 
styling natural hair for over 30 years in Brooklyn. Her current salon, OMhh Beauty Oasis, is located at 407 
Lewis Avenue, Brooklyn, New York. At the salon she services clients with a multitude of natural hair styles, 
but she specializes in braids. Debra is the originator of the style Nu Locs, most popularly worn by “Maxine 
Shaw” on the television series Living Single. Go ahead, question it. You thought Erika Alexander was 
rocking locs back then? Nope, those were yarn braids done by Debra. Debra also has a line of nourishing 
vegan hair and body care products. Some of the other participating stylists were Ayana Card of Kinky 
Rootz, Shaquora Bey and her daughters Fajr and Suhailah of Sophisticated Loc Salon, and Ngone Sow of 
Soween. If you slacked in your mackin’ and slipped in your pimpin’, check the images at TajiMag.com to see 
what you missed. Be sure to mark your calendar for July 29th next year for International I Love Braids day 
and follow @intlilovebraidsday on IG to be notified of the #BraidLoveBK celebration for 2018!

Fall in love with all things Debra Hare Bey and OMhh at www.OhMyHeavenlyHair.com!

I Love Braids Day
Slays Their Inaugural Event

Top Photo: Stylists Suhailah Wali & Fajr Wali, Royals Janai, Diandra, and Kendra, Hair by Sophisticated Loc Salon
Bottom Photos: Diandra Forrest, Hair by Debra Hare Bey of OMhh Beauty Oasis;  Meron H, Hair by Ngone Sow of 
Soween; Jaquana Ashley, Hair by Ayana Card of Kinky Rootz; Nicole Johnson; Hair by Sophisticated Loc Salon
Makeup by Amber Jade Hare Bey of OMhh Beauty Oasis.

International



Let’s get right to it. A lot of our folks are 
struggling to shine their light in this world. 
Our #BlackGirlMagic and #BlackBoyJoy 
are up against so much in the face of white 
supremacist sexist structures and the pieces of 
these abusive systems that we internalize. The 
suicides of natural hair icons like the creator of 
For Brown Girls, Karyn Washington, remind 
us how close to home depression and anxiety 
can truly hit, even when someone isn’t showing 
apparent signs of despair or they seem to have 
gotten better. While suicide is a personal 
decision, we could all be more diligent about 
the love we show one another while we’re still 
around. Here are some things I’ve learned 
through my personal struggle with depression 
as well as how I am able to provide a safe space 
for my loved ones when they are struggling.
1. Educate yourself about mental health. We 
throw the words around and we claim ‘black 
mental health matters’ but can you identify 
the symptoms of PTSD in your loved ones? Do 
you scoff at words and phrases like ‘triggered’ 
and ‘safe space’? You probably need to check 
yourself and do some research. At the very 
least, you may want to start thinking about how 
unresolved pain and fear can effect peoples’ 
ability to make decisions, establish and 
maintain relationships, and resolve conflicts.
2. Talk to your people. I accept that everyone 
is not good with keeping in touch, but it is 
essential, and if we care as much as we say we 
do, we should try to be more present for one 
another. Make a monthly coffee date. Plan a 
weekly ‘girls night’ conference call with your 
crew. Start a meet up for all those wonderful 
women you met online who inspire you in your 
area. Have all your nephews over for a sleep 
over one weekend and ask about what’s going 
on in their lives. We don’t always realize it, but 

these small gestures can be the safety 
net a loved one desperately needs when 
things get rough, and they provide a 
unique opportunity for sharing.
3. Use communication as a means of healing. 
It’s not enough to send a drive-by ‘hey how are 
you?’ text once a week. It’s a start, but chances 
are it’s not an effective tool in getting to know 
what’s really going on in someone’s life. You’re 
not likely to find out someone’s medical issues, 
emotional health status, or chronic physical 
ailments via text message. 
4. Be present. Even when you aren’t getting 
your desired response from loved ones. Our 
ways of coping, existing, surviving, and healing 
differ widely. Even an individual you’ve known 
for years can change suddenly as a result of 
trauma or despair. When someone ‘drops off 
the face of the earth’, it is not an automatic 
slap in the face to your relationship. Your first 
response should be concern, not indignation. 
5. Utilize #SelfCare as well as #SquadCare. 
Although we live in an individualistic, 
capitalist society, the truth is we need each 
other. Sometimes we are overwhelmed and 
it effects our productivity, health, and even 
our personalities and interactions. Having a 
village to support you doesn’t mean you aren’t 
responsible for maintaining your own well 
being, but it does lighten the load when you 
are unable. Asking for help can be particularly 
difficult for Black women who are often raised 
to be everything for everyone at their own 
expense and Black men who are taught that 
softness and vulnerability are shameful and 
emasculating. Finding the balance between 
learning ourselves so we can properly care 
for our own physical, spiritual, and emotional 
needs, and knowing when to ask for help is 
crucial to the health of Black folks.

As the Founder of a performance art and pop culture infused NPO called Young People of Color Inc., curator of pro 
Black feminist beauty blog Loc Love Lives Here, and brand manager of the Beautiful Black Womens EmpowHerment 
Collective, Tajh keeps herself quite busy between caring for her two beautiful children and being the best fiancé/ friend/ 
daughter/niece/sister/aunt ever. No seriously. Check out her website at TajhSutton.com. (Full article on TajiMag.com)

5 THINGS YOU COULD DO THAT ARE MORE 

MEANINGFUL THAN A RIP POST AFTER A SUICIDE
By Tajh Sutton
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II-Kaya Ises: Model | Survivor | Inspirationalist. On a mission to inspire, remembering her purpose. Booking/Management: 
IIRiverNileSmile@yahoo.com. IG @ii_kaya_ises

Photo | Royal: II-Kaya Ises, Photographer: Nay Marie, MUA: Niara, Graphics: Jah Reveal DeSigns

“We know where we’re going, we know 
where we’re from...”

These immortal words from the legend, 
Bob Marley, hold much significance as they 
refer to overstanding the journeys everyone 
must embark upon in their respective 
lifetimes.  From those ancestors who have 
carried the torch and been the lightbearers of 
countless generations to those of us who now 
use the knowledge of the past to illuminate 
our own destinies and give purpose to the 
starseeds of the future.  Many different 
traditions and cultures have contributed to 
the collective awareness we have now and yet 
so much remains to be learned.   In choosing 
a direction or a faith, we have the ability to 
discover truth, however in doing so we can 
also seek the pureness in every faith and give 
tribute without compromising the truths that 
we resonate with the most. 

“Religions in fact can become huge 
stumbling blocks to salvation by closing one 
to many other ways and means to know God.” 
as stated by Abba Yahuda in his book, “A 
Journey to the Roots of Rastafari: The Essene 
Nazarene Link”.  Many of the oral and written 
histories of all peoples tell a story.  There is 

much folklore to investigate. The Yoruba tribe 
of West Africa (southwestern and northcentral 
Nigeria as well as central Benin and Togo) has 
an interesting view.  In the Yoruba cosmology, 
there is a group of Orishas (deities) who 
serve under one supreme source known as 
Olodumare or Olurun.  Yoruba belief says that 
everyone possesses a destiny or fate (Ayanmo) 
with the expectation to eventually join with 
the divine creator.  The Orishas are attributed 
with the task of being intermediaries between 
humanity and the supernatural realm.  They 
all possess unique abilities and control over 
individual natural elements.

For example, the goddess, Yemayá or 
Yemojá (Mother whose children are the fish), 
represented here is known as the mother of 
the waters and goddess of the living ocean.  
She is associated with the surface of the water 
and the abundant life that resides there.  She 
is said to be the womb and the breasts; bringer 
and nurturer of life.  Her motherly nature 
makes her a strong protector who cares deeply 
for her children.  She comforts and cleanses 
sorrow.  It is also said that she is able to cure 
infertility in women.  As a loving goddess, 
she is not easily angered, but when provoked 
she can unleash a tempest likened to the most 
violent storms at sea.  

It brings my heart fountains of joy and 
mountains of lush vegetation to emanate the 
goddess Yemayá.

For more Gods read “Woman Gods They 
Don’t Want You to Know About” by Chela 
Noldon at www.TajiMag.com/woman-gods.

By II-Kaya Ises
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BEADS & SHELLS ARE AGELESS
Photography | NayMarie - 

@iamnaymarie
Royal | Jaze - @yzriah

Makeup | Robert Betancourt  -
@paintedbyrob

Hair | Ancestral Strands -
@ancestralstrands

FIRE & DESIRE

We are innately creative and innovative. Whether we have everything or nothing at all, we strive and 
survive. The way we adorn our heads is no different. From traditional to modern interpretations, we 
reign with our crowns braided high. These are our collective interpretations. BRAIDS & BEAUTY.

Featured Melanin Royal: Marsha Larose | IG @marshalarose
Photography & Hair | NayMarie - @iamnaymarie; Makeup | Robert Betancourt - @paintedbyrob

BRAIDS & BEAUTY



LOVING ALL SHADES OF BRAIDED BLACK BEAUTY 
Photography | NayMarie - @iamnaymarie 
Royals | Diandra Forrest & Mari Malek - 
@diandraforrest & @iammarimalek
Hair | Debra Hare Bey - @_omhhredroom
Makeup | Amber Jade - @i_amberjade

Photography | NayMarie - @iamnaymarie 
Royal | Jacquie Nsubuga

Hair | Soween - @soweenhairsalon
Makeup | Amber Jade - @i_amberjade

SPECTRUM



Page 15, Left to Right, Top to Bottom:
1) Photo: NayMarie | Royal & Hair: Justin H. 2) Photo: NayMarie | 

Royal: Kendra Lewis | Hair: Sophisticated Locs Salon | Makeup: Amber-Jade Hare Bey 3) Photo 
& Hair: NayMarie | Royal: Jay Rice 4) Photo & Hair: NayMarie | Royal: Caliber Lee 5) Photo: 
NayMarie | Royal: Muntu Law of Namaskar Health 6) Photo & Hair: NayMarie | Royal: 
Sean Jaiden 7) Photo: Deanna Smith Of Saucytouch Photography | Royals: Natalie 
Diane & Kavan L McCambry 8) Photo: NayMarie at Rainow Fashion Week 9) Photo & 
Hair: NayMarie | Royal: Wendell Bullen
Page16 Photo & Hair: NayMarie | Royal: Wendell Bullen

DIVERSITY



RECOGNIZING YOUR POWER.

Photography | NayMarie - @iamnaymarie 
Royals | II-Kaya Ises (@ii_kaya_ises), Shakasis 
(@shakasis), Lola Valentine (@_zenbaby_)
Wardrobe | Houiea LOVE - @houiea
Jewels | UniquelyWiredM - @uniquelywiredm

MIUNGU

“CROWNED QUEEN” TELLS THE STORY OF THE 
EVER EVOLVING QUEEN.  SHE IS SEEN IN MANY 

FORMS BUT THE STRENGTH AND LIGHT SHE 
SHINES NEVER CHANGES AND AT TIMES JUST 

SHINES BRIGHTER. 
Photographer: Ron Specs - @ronspecs

Model: Erica Jae
Jewelry Designer: Copper Signatures

MUA: Viri Navarro
Creative Director: Kristina Williams

Stylist: Crystal Crain

CROWNED 
QUEEN



Delliz K. Hazell is a culinary mastermind fluent in vegan, organic, kosher, and gluten free cuisine. Her plates and desserts 
are not only gorgeous to look at, but pleasing to your mouth and fuel for your body. To hire Delliz for your private 
chef, catering, or consultation needs, or to just follow her cooking journey, visit her website www.DellizHazell.com!

Currently residing in the Bronx, NY, Clint works at multiple fitness facilities throughout the city. His own fit lifestyle saved 
him from a life-threatening ailment, but once he was cleared for physical activity, Clint took to mentoring a group of 35 
high school young men; most of whom have received athletic scholarships to college. He’s also the founder of Sigmafied.

*Remove from refrigerator, roll into balls 
then gently press into patties of desired size.
Add olive oil to the pan and on medium heat 
gently brown patties on both sides (About 3 
minutes each side)

*Serve with your favorite lightly dressed 
green salad and some hummus, on your 
favorite vegan  burger bun with all the fixings, 
or alone drizzled with traditional tahini!!
I served this with a mesclun mix I found at 
the farmers market sprinkled with edible 
flowers!!!

Ingredients
15oz of chickpeas, rinsed, drained, and patted 
dry
1/3 cup chopped fresh parsley 
4 cloves garlic, minced
1 small onion, minced
2 Tbsp sesame seeds (or finely chopped nuts, 
such as pecans)
2 tsp cumin
1/2 tsp curry powder
3-4 Tbsp all-purpose flour or a gluten-free 
flour of your choice.
5 tbsp oil for pan frying
Salt and pepper to taste.

Recipe
*Add chickpeas, parsley, onion, garlic, sesame 
seeds, seasonings, salt and pepper to a food 
processor or blender and mix/pulse until you 
create a crumbly texture. Mixture should not 
be smooth. Be sure to scrape down sides as 
needed.

*Continue to pulse adding flour a little at a 
time until you’re able to form little dough-
balls and the mixture is no longer wet.
Taste and adjust any last-minute seasonings 
as needed.

*Transfer to a mixing bowl, cover and 
refrigerate for 30-45 minutes. 

with Delliz theChef
Vegan Fun

FALAFEL PATTIES
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3 SIMPLE COUPLE WORKOUTS:
1: Alternating Box Jump
Face each other and place a 6- to 10-inch box 
between each other. Take turns jumping on 
and off the box in a squat position, making 
sure to land lightly. If needed, lightly join 
hands with outstretched arms for balance.  
Each partner jumps 15 to 20 times for 2 to 3 
sets.  Add 5-pound dumbbells to each hand 
during jumps to make it harder
2: Two-person resistance training
Stand facing your partner, approximately 
a foot apart.  Keeping knees slightly bent, 
grasp towel in the middle with palms facing 
upright while your partner holds the ends 
of the towel.  Complete a biceps curl as your 
partner creates resistance, being sure to keep 
their core tight and shoulders relaxed, not 
hunched toward ears.  Your partner completes 
a triceps extension while you create resistance 
on your way down from your biceps curl.  Do 
15 to 20 reps for 2 to 3 sets.
3:  Partner Push-Up
As with a traditional push-up, your own 
body weight will work as resistance, but 
in this case your partner can create more 
opposition by placing their hands on your 
upper back as additional weight. As you rise 
up into your push-up, your partner creates 
slight resistance. Complete reps until you 
feel fatigued, then switch.

If there were a way to double your chances 
for fitness success, would you be interested? 
How about a technique to make exercise 
more fun? A proven way to help you out of a 
rut or through a plateau? It may all sound too 
good to be true, but countless fitness seekers 
have found that the right workout buddy can 
do all of that and more.

Research shows that 94 percent of couples 
stick with their fitness programs when they 
work out together. By motivating each other 
to get up and go, you’ll not only shake up 
your usual routine, you’ll be learning moves 
together and sharing a new experience. 
Partner exercises use each other as resistance 
and also as support. Partners provide a 
powerful combination of accountability, 
motivation, and, in some cases, healthy 
competition. Talk about a relationship 
builder!
Follow Clint on IG @wadadlli7!

COUPLE WORKOUT

Trainer
ClinT
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Follow Delliz on IG @chefdellizhazell!



Are you a college or high school student? Or, do you just like to 
travel? Then you’re just in time for the ‘Back to School Box’, a 
travel size soap and body butter kit that includes 3 of our best 
selling flavors of body butter soufflé and 3 vegetable soap slices. 
The scents are calming lavender, fresh green tea, and uplifting 
lemongrass. The natural shea butter is specially hand whipped 
then mixed with vitamin ‘E’ oil, and blended to perfection with 
your favorite scent. Clients love the way they moisturize, hydrate, 
and protect their skin. They often say ‘a little goes a long way’! 
You can order your box at bit.ly/b2schoolbox!

Back by popular demand, their blackberry body butter soufflé 
has the true aroma of blackberry and feels rich and smooth to 
the touch as it is applied to your body as a moisturizer. If you 
like fresh blackberries to eat, you’ll love this blackberry flavor to 
nourish your skin!

Their newest flavor for the fall is Pumpkin Spice. It smells just 
like scrumptious pumpkin pie! It’s used to nurture and hydrate 
the entire body except for the face, so use a little and expect a 
lot. 

Follow @TheCelestineCollection | Shop online at www.thecelestinecollection.com

Celestine Collection
The
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Currently residing in the Bronx, NY, Clint Walker (@wadadlli7, pictured center) works at 
multiple fitness facilities throughout the city of New York. Being a proud member of Phi Beta 
Sigma Fraternity, Inc., Clint combined his love for fitness with his passion for his frat and 
founded Sigma-fied, a fitness group for Sigmas with members across the globe. Sigma-fied 
welcomes all Sigma brothers who are on a journey to transform their lives through health 
and fitness. They give each other advice and push each other past their limits to realize their 
goals. Find them on IG at @sigmafied. Some of the Sigma-fied members are pictured above and 
featured below!

Johnny Wolf Jean-Pierre started his fitness journey back in March 2014 when he decided to take 
on a healthier lifestyle. He had participated in sports since he was five years old and now he has 
found a new calling to help his brothers and sisters to reach their full potential physically and 
to achieve new heights in health they have never before attained.
IG: @JohnWolfFitness and @SupremeBeingWorkOutTeam 

Adham Gains is building a fitness brand called Gains University. He has started fitness 
modeling to be both proprietor and Brand ambassador of Gains U. He is an alumni of Seton 
Hall University and a brother of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc.
IG: @AdhamGains @GainsU

Charlton “Charjo” Grant, currently residing in Arlington, VA, is a former collegiate athlete that 
currently serves our country as a Captain in the United States Army. So far, Charjo has served 
this nation for 15 years. Since a child he has always had a passion for fitness. Now he has been 
blessed with the vision of 2 Lit Fitness. 2 Lit Fitness is a newly formed motivational in-home 
and online personal training company that also offers a small line of apparel items.
IG: @iamcharjo and @2litfitness

Kendon Pope is a 4 time track and field All-American who attended Southern Connecticut 
State University and is a member of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc. He’s a NASM certified 

trainer and Head High School Track and field coach. After his track career ended, he 
turned to weight lifting. IG: @gururas_fitness
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Dapper Dr. Feel is a burgeoning Southern gentleman looking for love in all the wrong places while applying to medical 
school. He volunteers with autism awareness projects and hopes to mentor other young Black men. Join him on facebook 
and twitter at @ DapperDrFeel.

By Dapper Dr. Feel

The night was full of many athletes and 
celebrities that walked the red carpet. Cameras 
flashing, fans shouting with excitement, and 
awards ready to be given out on the oscars of 
the sports world. The list of those in attendance 
for the tremendous event was impressive. The 
guests included Kevin Durant (Finals MVP 
and star Golden State Warriors Forward), 
Odell Beckham Jr. (star receiver for the New 
York Giants), Issa Rae (creator and star of 
the show Insecure), and the former first lady 
Michelle Obama. One can easily be entranced 
by these stars and even be distracted by the 
fashion that each person put on display. 

 If you had the honor of attending the 
event as I did, you know one can be easily 
entertained by all that the night encompassed, 
but there was one couple that stole the show 
in particular - not Steph and Ayesha Curry - 
the Jenkins. Malcolm Jenkins, star safety for 
the Philadelphia Eagles, and his wife Morissa 
Jenkins were looking fashionable in their ESPY 
attire. They walked the red carpet together like 
king and queen, equal in royalty and beauty. 
Malcolm looked fly in a decorative kufi and 
burnt orange suit from his own clothing line. “I 
started a company called Damari Saville, this is 

me.”  Morissa, 
e l e g a n t l y 
dressed in black 
and her natural hair 
styled in a quiffed 
bun, answered all 
questions given to her 
with class and intelligence. 

Malcolm then went on to tell me about his 
3yr old daughter who both he and his wife 
cherish saying “I try to encourage her that 
she is beautiful, that she is smart every time 
she gets her hair braided. She’ll look to me 
for confirmation if she is pretty or not. I try 
to tell her as many times that she is beautiful, 
they need that affirmation.” When asked if 
he would keep his daughter’s hair natural he 
explained “Oh yeah, my wife is natural. You 
see right behind me, my Cleopatra right there.” 
Showing how great of a bond and appreciation 
he has for his wife. 

When Morissa Jenkins was asked about her 
natural hairstyle she explained “I just wanted 
to be a good example for my daughter, I want 
to be as natural as possible. My mom has 
natural hair. At the age of three [my daughter] 
has already embraced it. [I want her to be] just 
natural and rock it!” 

Both of them have their own businesses. 
Malcolm with his fashion line Damari Saville 
and Morissa with her skin care company 
Meaux Moisture. They both seem to be rising 
well in their respective businesses. 

The ESPYs was an amazing event but the 
love between the Jenkins is what stole the show, 
an admirable and genuine case of Black love. 
The Jenkins work hard to support each other 
as soul mates, parents, and entrepreneurs. 
This is an evenly yoked relationship and has 
much respect between the two that could last 
for decades.

How Black Love Stole 
the Show at the ESPYs
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Africa Jackson is a freelance agitator living between Ireland and mid coast. She spends her days whistling at construction 
workers and calling white people the “W” word. (Her best friend is white.) Follow her on twitter at @AfricaJwrites.

By Africa Jackson

With the first Black Bachelorette premiering this year, there have already been doubts about 
whether she (and other Black women) can hope to find love in a racist society. This piece 
looks at Black love from the perspective of professional single Black women who have achieved 
greatness in their field, but are expected to settle for much less than they desire in a mate.

According to science, there are 3 stages of falling in love: Limerence (lust), building trust, and 
commitment/attachment. This is a widely accepted formula. What does that look like for Black 
love?

I. The “What’s Good Miley?” Paradox
Essentially, Black women are hypersexualized and even our so-called feminist allies often betray 
us via microaggressions. If we speak out about these conditions or stand up for ourselves, we’re 
labeled as angry Black women. Fetishized Black bodies are deemed as loveless or unlovable, 
meaning that we are are often trapped in a perpetual state of limerence.
Dr. Mireille Miller-Young’s ‘A Taste for Brown Sugar: Black Women in Pornography’ gives 
examples of how we have historically been absent in the definitions surrounding our own 
sexuality.
Analysis of Saartjie Baartman (crudely known as “Hottentot Venus”) lends credibility to the 
idea that we are simply spectacles for consumption rather than real human beings with souls, 
goals, and control of our consciousness. 

II. Trust is antithetical to the Black love narrative in pop culture
From the Color Purple to Olivia Pope and her father, Black men are positioned as evil and 
the Black woman’s only chance for survival is to divorce herself from him. That is a consistent 
narrative over the years in pop culture. How can we avoid internalizing that?

III. Solutions
How do we develop healthier methods of engagement regarding Black love? Once we recognize 
the impacts of detachment, what will it take to manifest the final stage of falling in love 
(attachment)?
Black Rage by Dr. Cobb + Dr. Grier teaches us that in a white racist society, “the future of a 
dark girl is dark indeed”. As such, it is imperative that we seek to dismantle the current norms 
and procedures that demonize our existence.
Redefining Black love through a lens of self-determination is the path to liberation.
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2 3 THE SCIENCE OF 
BLACK LOVE
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A UNIQUE SPECIES OF HUMANOID SHAPESHIFTERS, CALLED THERIANS, ARRIVED IN AMERICA DURING THE 
TRANS-ATLANTIC HUMAN TRAFFICKING PERIOD OF THE 1600S AND 1700S, AND HAVE LIVED AMONGST THE 

PEOPLE FOR CENTURIES, IGNORANT TO WHO THEY REALLY ARE BY THE WILL AND DESIGN OF AN ELABORATE 
GOVERNMENT AND GLOBAL CONSPIRACY.  IT IS UP TO ABIN, THE 13TH SON, AND THE R.C. (REVELATION 

COALITION), TO CHALLENGE THE COUNCIL AND LIBERATE THE THERIANS FROM THEIR BONDAGE.

FEATURED COMIC/GRAPHIC NOVEL

“KUWINDA”
Featured Artist: Will Focus
www.TheOneWillFocus.com
IG & TW | @TheOneWillFocus



Be And Us L.L.C. | www.frenchaire.com
  Marketing, Life Insurance, Nigerian Organic Shea Butter, Multicultural Children’s Books

A Taste of T Salon | www.atotsalon.com
   A private suite salon specializing in color, locs, and extension services. | Augusta, GA

Adeyemi Artistry | www.adeyemiartistry.com
  Where the poetical works by Negus Adeyemi can be found. It is where poetry + art + culture lives.

Twanita Lassiter, Author | www.instagram.com/poetree_gim
  “Poetree Growth In Motion”: autobiographical book of poetry capturing my life experiences 

Elan by Uri | www.elanbyuri.com
  Custom upholstery, made to order pillows, quality thrifting and more!

TréSoaps | www.instagram.com/soapsbytre
  Custom made soaps great for all events and occasions

KnicKnacksBK | www.knickknacksnyc.com
  Best seafood out of the heart of Brooklyn | 347-933-0558 Delivery available

Oh My Heavenly Hair (OMhh) | www.ohmyheavenlyhair.com
  Lush, vegan products designed to reestablish healthier hair and skin naturally

TheOneWillFocus | www.theonewillfocus.com
  Advertising, Branding, and Illustration work for individuals, start-ups, and corporations

Forever Audacious | www.foreveraudacious.com
  Culturally Rich & Bold Accessories for the Esoteric

ColoredContent | www.coloredcontent.com
   ColoredContent showcases the best Black web series, all on one platform

Ruby Lipsllc | www.rubylipsllccosmetics.com
  Vegan friendly cosmetics company

ImaniLia Designs | www.ImaniLia.com
   ImaniLia, showing you how to find the fashionably edgy royal within you through clothing

Aquarian Thoughts Jewelry | www.aquarianthoughts.com
  Unique Artisan Jewelry made with hand selected gemstones or metal components

Shop NayMarie | http://shop.naymarie.com
  Black Art, Apparel, and Home Decor 

BLACK BUSINESS HIGHLIGHTS
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Photography | NayMarie - @iamnaymarie 
Royal | Mari Malek - @iammarimalek
Hair | Debra Hare Bey - @_omhhredroom
Makeup | Amber Jade - @i_amberjade



Follow @ omg_diaja__ on IG for 
more beautiful imagery!

omg_diaja__
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